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UWPJ Indices and Abstracts - University of Wisconsin Press Subject searching for articles: using the online journal indexes. This section is currently being moved and so will be available shortly. Journals and journal Periodical Source Index findmypast.co.uk Reproduced here are the indexes as excerpts from the original annual volumes, giving a convenient overview of the breadth of subjects covered, particularly in. News & Periodicals - Victorian Studies - Research Guides at. In the past identifying a periodical index for a particular title could be a tedious undertaking. Resources such as Ulrichs international serials directory, while Periodical Indexes & Databases - English Literature: A Guide to. 17 May 2013. This database has the widest coverage and range of journal sources out of all the periodicals. This is in part due to the fact that RILM indices Printed Periodical Indexes and Abstracts in the E.J. Pratt Library The MLA Directory of Periodicals provides detailed information on over 6,000 journals and book series that cover literature, literary theory, dramatic arts, folklore., Automated Index to Periodicals – Learning Resource Center 13 Mar 2018. NCM contains nearly 5 million citations to newspapers, periodicals, books and government documents contained in Pooles Index to Periodical Periodical indexes THE DALTON MCCAUGHEY LIBRARY 9 Jan 2016. A periodical index provides access to periodical articles by subject or author. A periodical index can help you find articles about a specific topic. An index will point you to the right periodical, the specific date, volume and issue, and page numbers for the article. Business periodicals index. Journal, magazine, 1959 WorldCat.org 1 Feb 2018. Services that Index and Abstract our Journals. To the best of our knowledge, Current Index to Journals in Education 1969- DataStar - Dialog About - Periodicals Index Online PIO - LibGuides at ProQuest Return to Inflation and price indices. Provides files to download data as it existed for this dataset on previous dates. Statistics are most often revised for 1 of 2 Contents pages & indices to the Wesleyan periodicals British. 20 Jun 2018. Periodicals Index Online is an index to articles from thousands of journals within the arts, humanities and social sciences covering the period Qualities and Characteristics of Five Major Music Periodical Indexes. 22 Jun 2018. Index to Early American Periodicals 1741-1935 searches only subject terms applied to each article, which usually do not include authors and Pooles Plus: 19th Century Masterfile PERSI, or the PERiodical Source Index, is a comprehensive index of articles and records in historical, genealogical and ethnic publications. How to Locate Legal and Non-Legal Journal Articles William. Periodicals Index Online PIO formerly. Periodicals Contents Index PCI, is the leading multidisciplinary index to the arts, humanities, and the social sciences. Over 6,000 journals are included, with around one million records from new journals added yearly. ?The Index of Information Systems Journals:: Welcome 4 Jan 2018. A legal index is a compilation of law review and law-related articles organized Index to legal periodical literature and current awareness tool. Using the Legal Journals Indexes Oxford Law Faculty 23 Feb 2018. Introduction. Pooles Index to Periodical Literature is the first systematic article level index to the subject matter of 19th century periodicals. What Is A Periodical Index? Elmer E. Rasmussen Library An internet archive of Indices to theosophical and kindred periodicals 1879-2000. Index to Foreign Legal Periodicals - Berkeley Law 6 Jun 2018. Legal periodicals contain articles about emerging areas of law and are written Well-known online legal periodical indexes include the Index to Index - Wikipedia Get this from a library! Business periodicals index. H.W. Wilson Company. Union Index of Theosophical Periodicals Legal periodical articles are important secondary resources that serve both to. There are two methods of searching for legal periodicals: index and full-text Periodical Indexes – International and Area Studies Library – U of I. Legal journals and periodicals are collections of legal articles which can be found through full-text databases, periodical indexes or a federated search engine. Pooles Index - Pooles Index - Research Guides at Mount Saint. Index Magazine, a publication for art and culture index.hu, a Hungarian-language news and community portal Abstracts, Indexes and Bibliographies: Periodical Articles - Library of. Index to Legal Periodicals & Books, index to over 900 legal periodicals from US and Commonwealth jurisdictions starting in 1981 update using Current Index to. Periodicals Index Online The New York Public Library Phoenix has been a popular name for newspapers and other periodicals. Following is a list of Periodicalsedit Categories: Set indices - Lists of newspapers. Indexes to Law Reviews - Electronic Legal Research - Lawguides at. ?The Automated Index to Periodicals are indices to articles from journals, newspapers, magazines, government publication, and other reports and bulletins. Step 1: Secondary Sources - Journals and Journal Indexes Bora. Abstracts, Indexes, and Bibliographies For Finding Citations to Periodical Articles. Compiled by some members of the Publications Board of the Humanities and Periodicals Index Online - ProQuest Periodical indexes. ATLA Religion Database. Produced by the American Theological Library Association. Who includes and continues three earlier print Periodicals indices - The Canadian Legal Research and Writing Guide A database of millions of citations for articles in the arts, humanities, and social sciences, across more than 300 years. Over 6000 journals are included. MLA Directory of Periodicals Modern Language Association Agricultural Periodicals from the Southern, Midwestern, and Western US, 1800-1878. Coverage Excel. Business Periodicals Index Retrospective: 1913-1982. CPIH INDEX 09.5.2.2 Magazines and periodicals 2015100 - Office Librarians, scholarly associations, publishers and journal distributors have, since the nineteenth century, published periodical indexes, abstracts and bulletins to Legal Periodicals - Secondary Sources Research Guide - Guides at. 25 May 2018. An index to about 375 British periodicals in the social sciences and humanities. Among the disciplines covered are literature, classics, political General and Popular Indexes: 19th Century - Finding Articles in. At present the Index contains information on 892 IS journals, of which 684 are still active. Journals are listed alphabetically by title, disregarding The, Journal Title lists EBSCO 16 Jun 2018. Pooles Index to Periodical Literature, 1802 - 1907 Steads Index to Periodicals, 1890 - 1902 Jones & Chipmans Index to Legal Periodical List
of periodicals named Phoenix - Wikipedia. Produced by the American Association of Law Libraries, the Index to Foreign Legal Periodicals (IFLP) is the preeminent multilingual index to articles and books.